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ABSTRACT 

Injection of a supertherrnal ion component into a toroidal 
plasma can raise the fusion power density to levels considerably 
higher than those attainable in ordinary one-component plasmas. 
As a result, energy break-even in D-T can be attained in bulk 
plasmas with nT-values as low as lol3cm-3sec, at temperatures of 
-5 keV. The optimal energy of the supertherrnal ion component is 
in the range 100 - 200 keV; injection-energy requirements can be 
reduced by adiabatic compressi~ prior to or during the reaction 
phase. The appropriate ratio r of fast-ion pressure to bulk
plasma pressure is about 0.5. The stability of two-component 
tokamak plasmas has been examined, and is found to be favorable 
for parameters of practical interest. 

The basic theory of the two-component toroidal reactor has been des
cribed in Ref. (l]. A model regime has been demonstrated experimentally 
in -Ref. [2]. The present paper includes a number of studies that are 
relevant to the practical implementation.of the two-component reactor con
cept, particularly with regard to tokamak devices • 
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1 SLOWING-DOWN CALCULATIONS 

The fusion epergy gain of deuteron beams injected into a tritium 
plasma is 

Q (1) 

where W is the injection energy, crv is the fusion reactivity, nT is 
the trit8n-target density, dW/dt is the instantaneous slowing-down rate, 
and Ef = 17.6 MeV. In order that Q may represent the energy gain of the 
entire plasma-beam syste;rn, the injection p9wer density Pb must compensate 

.all the plasma power loss: 

(2) 

and if ~ represents the time-averaged energy of an injected ion during 
slowing-down, we have 
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The values of< F = L 27Q in Ref. [l] were derived using a test-particle 
'model for the fast ions and assuming class1cal slowing-down in a plasma 
with Ti = O . In practice, one. tends to have Ti :::: Te , because of 
therrnalization of electrons and ions and because of the· direct input of 
beam power to the bulk ions. Solution of the Fokker-Planck equation with 
Ti =.Te , including energy diffusion terms, reveals somewhat larger Q-. 
values. For W

0
. 'S 100 keV, finite Ti also leads to a substantial in

crease in fusion reactivity. The resultant improvement in Q-values is 
~llustrated in Fig. 1. Similar calculations are reported in Ref. [3]. 

The fast-ion energy can be "clamped" by techniques such as adiabati.c 
compression or acceleration by the tokamak elec~ric field, thus extending 
the slowing-do'wn time through' the energy range of maximum reactivity [4]. 
The ideal maximum fusion gain for ions clamped at ·energy w is 

0 

n CTVEf 
T 

Q = 
c ldW/dtl 

0 

(4) 

To· realize· Qc , the clamping period 'c must be many times the slowing
down time Ts , or else the supertherrn~l energy must be recovered -by mag
netic decompression ·[4]. Figure 2 compares Qmax derived from-Ref. [l] 
with QC for ions that are clamped at .the energy We that gives )naximtirn. 
ratio of fusion reaction rate to plasma drag. Energy clamping enables Q 
to be enhanced by a factor of almost 2 ; and the optimal injection energy 
is reduced by 40 - 50%. 

A two-dimensional multi-species Fokker-Planck code has been used to 
calculate the time-dependent di!:;tribution functions of the fast ions . .in 
energy and_p{tch angle, inciuding the effects of.energy clamping applied 
by major-radius compression. The Fokker-Planck equations .are 

oaf; + : (-u - ~ sin2 9) v aaf: + ~sin a cos a aafei) = Caf;)c + si (5) 
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for each ion species, including impurities, and 

aaf: + ~ (- ~ v aaf:) = ( aaf: )c + s e (6) 

for the electrons. Here Si and Se are particle source terms, 
which include particle and energy confinement times. The solution 
of Eqs. (5) and (6) is shown in Fig. 3, for the case of 60-keV deu
terons injected tangentially into a z = 1 plasma of n0 = 2 x l013cm- 3 , 
and Te =Ti = 1.5 keV. An illustrative "break-even" experiment consists 
of the following set of operations: (1) Rapid compression through 
C = R

0
/R1 = 1. 5 (t = 30 - 40 msec) increases the average beam-ion energy 

to 95 keV; (2) Slow compression through C = 1. 5 (t = 40 - 90 msec) "clamps" 
the beam energy; (3) Rapid decompression (C = 2. 3 , t = 90 - 100 msec) 
returns most of the energetic-ion energy to the compression-field circuit; 
(4) Therrnalization of the remaining beam energy takes place (t > 100 msec). 
The overall Q of the cycle is 1. 19 . The average Te during the slow 
compression is only 3.1 keV. The compression circuit does no net work 
directly on the plasma; as usual, the plasma transport and radiation losses 
are made up by energy transfer from the beam ions. (The energization of 
neutral-beam-injected ions by compression has been demonstrated experi
mentally in Ref. [2].) 

The principal effect of impurities in a two-component reactor is the 
additional Coulomb drag on the energetic ions by the impurity ions and 
their neutralizing electrons. Alternatively, if the total plasma pres
sure is limited, addition of impurities requires a depletion of the triton 
population, thus decreasing the fusion reaction rate. Another impurity 
effect is enhanced pitch-angle scattering, which results in appreciable 
transverse energy for a tangentially injected beam. In the case of rnajor
radius compression, the effectiveness of. the available compression ratio 
is reduced, since ~WJ.. er C , while ~W .. er c2 For the illustrative ex-· 
ample discussed above, if Zeff = 3 the overall Q is reduced to 1. 06 
for iron impurity or 0. 86 for oxygen. The Fokker-Planck solutions 
demonstrate that pitch-angle scattering aggravates the energy dispersion 
that occurs during compression and other forms of clamping ~ but this 
dispersion can grow to several tens of percent before substantially af
fecting Q . 

2 POWER PRODUCTION 

A two-component reactor with a 100% tritium bulk plasma can achieve 
a much larger power density than a one-component reactor of the same 8-
value [5], using a 50 - 50 D-T mixture. On the other hand the one
component reactor can achieve very high Q-values, while the two-component 
reactor is limited ideally to Q ~ 5, and for practical cases probably 
to Q - 1 - 2. In Figs. 4 and 5 we consider the entire family of possible 
two-component operating regimes, ranging from the pure two-component case 
to the pure one-component case, as a function of increasing nTE-value, 
with the fractional admixture of tritium optimized for maximum Q in each 
case. The plasma temperature is assumed in all cases to be maintained by 
a 200-keV reacting deuteron beam, since this always yields an improvement, 
but for very large nTE-values the required injection power becomes so 
small that the two-component contribution to the total fusion power density 
Pf is unimportant. The system Q-value is now defined by 



nDnT<JvEf + QbPb 

Pb 
= (7) 

where ~ is given by Eq. (1) and Pb by-Eq. (2). (The power deposition 
by fusion alpha particles is neglected here. ) Figure 4 shows the trade
off between high Qf and high Pf for a given bulk plasma temperature 
Te = Ti = 8 keV , and a fixed beam energy of 200 keV. Figure 5 illustrates 
the temperature dependence of the Qf - Pf trade-'off. 

There are practical .applications, such as the production of neutrons 
for the breeding of fissile fuel, where the economics favors high Pf (so 
as to reduce capital investment) , rather . than high Qf . In that case, 
the regimes on the. right-hand side of Fig. 5 are most attractive· (5]. On 
the other hand, for production of economical power from pure fusion systems, 
very high Q-values may be necessary, and operation would then shift to the 
left side of Fig. 5. It is interesting to note that even in pulsed ignition 
devices (instantaneous Q ~ ~> the use of reacting-beam heating continues 
to make some useful contribution, by reducing the start-up power require
ments (4). 

3 GROSS EQUILIBRIUM 

To a good approximation, the injected energetic-ion component in a 
large tokamak produces the same effects as an equal increment in the pres
sure of the bulk plasma. If a system of parallel and antiparallel injec
tion is used, there will result a pressure anisotropy, but the modifica
tion of the MHD equilibrium solution is very small for the usual range of 
tokamak parameters. 

On injection, the electric current of the energetic ions is cancelled 
identically by induced electron currents.· These counter-currents relax 
with a very long time-constant, equal to the bulk-plasma skin time (and 
even in steady state the ion current tends to be partly shielded by elec
tron counter-currents). To investigate the possible effect of unshielded 
injected-ion currents, we have carried out a spatially two-dimensional 
computer simulation, where a monoenergetic group of 2500 superparticles (D) 
is injected instantaneously, and therelectron counter-current is removed 
in 100 µsec . The (collisionless) guiding-center motions ·of the super
particles are followed in time and. used to compute contributions to the 
toroidal current and plasma pressure. The background plasma (T) is 
modeled as a fluid. For various beam energies and peaked deposition pro
files, the equilibrium vertical magnetic field and the temporal evolution 
of the flux-surface confi.guration and radial current-density and pressure 
profiles are calculated. 

Studies have been made for 80 ..... keV and 150-kev beams (f < 0. 5) injected 
into plasmas of· I - 1 MA , ne - 5 x lol3cm-3 , · Te - 1 - 6 keV . For the· 
case of beams injected parallel to the toroidal current (co-injection), 
the plasma surface expands somewhat, but the flux surfaces are undistorted, 
even when the beam-ion current is comparable to the (ohmic) plasma current. 
The spatial distribution of tl}e beam particles after 100 µsec is essential
ly the same as the injected distribution. 

Comp.utations with counter-injected beams alone indicate serious de
formation of the magnetic surfaces, ~ith appreciable outward drift of the 
injected particles. This behavior may be thought of as due to repulsion 
between the beam-i~duced current and the ohmic plasma current. When both 
co- and counter-injected beams are introduced in equal numbers, the 
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undesirable effects of the counter-injected beam alone are markedly re
duced. Under realistic experimental conditions, the combination of fast
ion scattering and persistent shielding by the electron current would tend 
to suppress the irregularities produced in the present computational model. 

4 VELOCITY-SPACE STABILITY 

4.1 Infinite-Medium Modes 

In the ideal case of isotropic energetic-ion injection from steady
state sources, the slowing-down distribution takes the well-known form 
fb (v) - (v~ + v3)-l for v .:': "bo , where "bo is the injection velocity, 
and we define v~ = 37Tl/2T~/2; (2Ine) l/2mi . Since this distribution is 
monotonically decreasing (and isotropic), there is absolute stability 
against infinite-medium modes. The ideal isotropic distribution would be 
entirely suitable for two-component reactor purposes. It is of interest, 
however, to examine the stability of some other distributions that have 
potential practical advantages: for example, the case of injection parallel 
and antiparallel to the magnetic axis, and the case of energy-clamping. 
The case of injection perpendicular to the magnetic axis, which was ex
amined in Ref. [6), is of somewhat lesser practical interest for two
component tokamak purposes. 

The steady-state distribution for slowing-down of a parallel
antiparallel-injected deuteron beam in a tritium bulk plasma is illus
trated in Fig. 6a. In this case there exist velocity anisotropies, as 
well as local nonmonotonicities afb/av~ > O and afb/avf > 0. (Note, 
however, that while afb/av~ > O, for example, occurs locally, the averages 
that appear in determination of stability criteria, such as a/av~ J f dvf , 
are generally negative.) The resulLant instability-driving sources are 
difficult to tap unless vbo exceeds the Alfven velocity vA . Since we 
have identically vb0 /vA = (38W0 /4T)l/2 the regime where vbo ~ vA is 
not normally accessible for tokamak parameters; however, it may become 
accessible in the future if specially shaped tokamaks succeed in raising 
the Ml:ID-stable 8-limit to '.::0.1. Instability can also be enhanced by the 
presence of high-Z impurities, which increase pitch-angle scattering rela
tive to diffusion in energy, so that the distribution becomes "crescent
shaped" in velocity space and the afb/avf term is strengthened (Fig. 6b). 
A similar effect is produced by energy-clamping (cf. Section 1). 

We will consider first the possible excitation of the three standard 
parallel-propagating plasma modes (k,, >> k.L), namely the longitudinal ion 
sound wave, and the slow and fast Alfven waves [7). The sound wave is 
driven by the afb/av~ term at the resonance v,, = vs , but is very 
strongly stabilized ~ first of all, by bulk-plasma ion Landau damping. 
Even in the case of cold plasma ions and with the assumption of an ener
getically narrow injected population of velocity spread 8v

11
b/v

11
b , 

electron Landau damping gives the stability condition 

r < (J:!._)2te,112/v"b)2 
T m. v,,b e 1 

This condition would be difficult to violate, except with very narrowly 
peaked beams. 

( 8) 



The slow Alfven wave is excited.at low frequencies (w << Qb =beam~ 
ion cyclotron frequency) :by the atb/ov~ term, provided that the· resonance 
v,.b = VA can be reached. Instability requires 

. (9) 

which is not generally satisfied ·by steady-state. sl~wing-down distribu
tions, but could be satisfied for transient (or clamped) injection. In 
the latter case, if we have a peaking characterized by tiv,.b - v,.b - v ib , 
the condition for stabilization by electron Landau damping is 

v,.b 
r < c 

v 
e 

The constant C depends on details of fb , and is likely . to exceed 4; 
nonetheless, it appears possible to excite instability for r-values of 
order unity. The principal reason for the unimportance of this mode in 
practice is the tendency of vbo to lie well below VA . 

(10) 

The fast Alfven wave is ·excited by the anisotropy of the parallel
injected ion distribution at the resonance vb .. = Vwave + ~/k .. , provided 
that ofb/ovt < O and also lofb/ovfl > lofb/ov~I. These conditions are 
generally met by the steady~state slowing-down distribution. Stabiliza
tion by electron Landau damping is unimportant. The main limitation on 
tbe instability is given by the value vb,. below which the resonance 
cannot be achieved. For Qb = Qi , the instability criterion is thus 

(11) 

This criterion is evidently even more difficult to violate than that for 
the.slow Alfven wave. 

Lastly, we must· consider transverse waves (ki >> k 11 ), which are 
driven by the ofi:/ov~ and of0/ovf- terms, and .opposed by .electron 
Landau damping. The most sign;ificant instabilities obtainable in this 
range of ki/k 11 · arise as the slow Alfven wave goes over into the shear 
Alfven wave, and is excited at ·resonances of the .beam ion-cyclotron ·fre
quency Qb and its higher . harmonics [·8] . These resonances are acces- · 
sible for Vbo < VA., the normal case of interest. Fo'r .perpendicular 
injection, these modes have been considered in Ref. [6]. For steady
state parallel injection, the nonmonotonicities of fb are too weak to 
give instability. Distributions resulting from enhanced.pitch-angle 
scattering (Fig. 6b) tend to be more susceptible to instability, but the 
steady-state slowing-do:wn distributions obtained even with very high 
Zeff appear·to be stable. (Furthermore, since ·very small values of k,. 
are typically required for these modes, the finite-medium solution is 
expected to be sensitive to shear-stabilization.) The ion-cyclotron or 
"loss cone" modes should, however, be of '5ignificant practical interest 
in limiting the permissible degree of peaking in short-pulse operation 
or in energy-clamped distributions. 
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4.2 Finite-Medium Modes 

we consider next the effects of finite-medium modes, such as drift 
waves, trapped-particle modes, and kink-like MHD modes, on the energetic
ion component. Since anomalous transport is dominant in all present-day 
tokamak experiments, we must ask, first of all, what effect even the bulk
plasma-driven modes might have on the confinement of the energetic ions, 
in the absence of special beam-driven modes. The bulk-plasma modes are 
characterized by w - w*e << w*b , (where w*e and w*b are the dia
magnetic drift frequencies of the electrons and the injected ions, respec
tively). In view of this frequency mismatch, we expect the primary ef
fect on the energetic ions to be enhanced cross-field transport, rather 
than anomalous energy loss. The ratio Tb/Tp of the energetic-ion con
finement time to the bulk-plasma confinement time may be estimated as 
follows: Tj1 a: < (E/B) 2>tj , where < (E/B) 2> is the average fluctuating 
drift velocity due to the instability, and tj is the correlation time 
for the j th-species, given roughly for ions by tj = y I (w2 + k~v3) (with 
y the growth rate, and w the frequency, of the mode). For typically 
expected modes in a sheared field, w - k,,vi . Hence we conclude: 

Tb wb 
(12) 

T T 
p 

For typical two-component tokamak parameters, the confinement time Tb 
is thus substantially greater than T . Since we generally assume 
Ts ~ Tp (-TE) , in order that the_bulk plasma temperature may be main
tained by the injected ions for r ~ 1 ' it follows that the effect of the 

· plasma-driven drift waves and trapped-particle modes on the energetic ions 
is not important. The presence of MHD-activity in the tokamak plasma 
might lead to loss of high-v,, ions by way of faulty magnetic surfaces. 
An empirical estimate of the importance of this effect can be derived 
from measurements on high-v

11 
electrons [9): for normally quiescent tokamak 

conditions, the loss of energetic ions estimated on this basis would not 
be significant. 

It remains to consider whether the energetic ions themselves will 
drive important new finite-medium modes. For the electron branch of the 
drift wave [10), including the trapped-electron modes, the resonant inter
action is generally stabilizing, even for nonmonotonic and anisotropic 
fb: owing to w << w*b' the afb/ax term will dominate the term in 
cfb/av~ . If the sign of cfb/ax were to be reversed relative to 
anb/ax (corresponding to a hollow injected-ion shell), the effect of the 
beam would be destabilizing ~ but the interaction would still be weak 
relative to the ordinary driving and damping mechanisms of the bulk plasma. 
The excitation of the trapped-ion mode has also been considered [11,12); 
it is shown in Ref. [12) to be stabilized by very small spreads of the 
energetic-ion 'i7B- and curvature-drift frequency w

0
b . The stability 

condition for Te = Ti is 

(13) 

It would be difficult to violate this condition in a two-component tokamak 
experiment, even with instantaneous mono-energetic injection or perfect 
energy clamping, since the geometric factors that arise from the spread in 
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beam-deposition points will generally create a sufficient spread of 
~wDb to satisfy condition (13). 

In order to find a finite-medium mode that can be excited signifi
cantly by the energetic ion component, we must look for a weakly damped 
bulk-plasma wave travelling in the direction of the ion diamagnetic drift. 
The only mode that fits this description is the ion branch of the drift~ 
Alfven wave; this has indeed turned out to be the most dangerous of the 
finite-medium instabilities [7,13). Since we have w?: k,.vA ·for the ion 
branch of the drift-Alfven wave, the beam resonance at w =· k,. v,.b cannot 
normally be reached in two-component tokamak plasmas (cf. Section 4.1). 
However the magnetic drifts of ions passing through regions of'different 
w0 b as a function of azimuthal angle 8 introduce oscillating components 
into the beam motion, and these higher-frequency harmonics are able to 
resonate with the wave frequency. The instability is then driven by the 
spatial displacement of the energetic ions in the direction of -VB . 
(Alternatively, if afb/av~ > 0 , the mode could be driven by the nonmono
tonicity of the energetic ions.) 

The drift-Alfven mode of interest here resembles the kink-like oscil
lations that arise spontaneously in MHD-unstable tokamak configurations, 
but is, of course, stable in the absence of excitation by the energetic
ion component. The wave amplitude becomes large at the Alfven singularity 
w = k,. (rA) VA , so that non-MHD effects become important there. The 
primary damping effects that oppose the instability arise from the col
lisions of trapped· electrons in the regions w ~ k 11 vA • Hence, to. avoid 
strong electron damping, modes with only a small region of w ~ k,. VA-, 
near the axis, are favored. Strong damping effects would also .arise at 
the point k 11 (r) = 0 , where the safety factor q = rBt/~ ·equals the 
pitch m/n of the Alfven perturbation exp [i (ncf> +me) ] ; accordingly, the 
most dangerous modes are obtained by choosing m and n so as to avoid 
the presence of such a point in the plasma profile. For centrally peaked 
current densities (the normal tokamak case), where the q-value. increases 
outward from the axis, the case of interest is % > q (0). > J:\l/n where 
% is the q-value at the Alfven singularity. In order to achieve the 
unstable resonance with the drift harmonics of the beam motion, however, 
it is necessary to limit the wave frequency by requiring (% - m/n)vA 
~ (qA - m/n + 1) vb . There is a further limiting condition cm the radius r 
at the Alfven singularity, in order for the beam destabilization to over
come the electron damping, yielding the stability criterion [13) 

vb (.£) 1/2 
v . R R 
ei 

2 -1 
(l.l lnq/ r ) Rpb 

4 
rb 

(m/n) 
(14) 

Here we have not invoked afb/av~ > 0 , so that the condition w < w*b 
is also necessary for instability, and was used in deriving (14). The 
quantity r~ is defined by the energetic-ion density profile nb 
= [l - (1/2) Cr2/rE> ]nbo, Sb and Pb are the S-value and mean gyroradius 
of the energetic ions, and "ei is the electron collision frequency with 
the bulk ions. In deriving Eq. (14), both shear-stabilization and the 
averaging of w0b over regions of compensating curvature have been 
taken into account. (In an unsheared field of uniformly "unfavorable" 
curvature, the instability condition is far more severe [7).) For two
component tokamak experiments of practical interest (n - lol4cm-3 , Te 
- 5 keV I Bt - 50 kG I rb - so cm I wb - 100 keV) we can reduce the 
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stabili~y condition to rA/rb ~ 2(8b)l/2. For contemplated Sb-values 
of -0.01, there wili result a modest flattening of the beam density over 
its central region. If we have afb/avf. > 0, so that w < w*b is not 
necessary, the quantity rA/rb will be increased, making the mode more 
dangerous to high-Sb operation. 

The persistence of the drift-Alfven mode instability, even for 
monotonic energetic-ion distributions, may pe of particular interest in 
relation to its possible excitation by the alpha particles of the D-T 
reaction, even in the absence of neutral-beam-injected ions. The 3.5-
MeV alphas could easily satisfy the condition vA < "b ; in this case 
the mode could be driven by trapped alpha particles with "unfavorable" 
bounce-averaged wDb (as well as by the mechanism described here), but 
this case has not yet been examined in detail. 

5 TIME-DEPENDENT TRANSPORT STUDIES 

A tokamak radial transport code has been modified to include the 
heating of the plasma by injected superthermal ions. This code [14] 
employs local transport coefficients that fall into six regimes, in which 
the plasma transport is dominated by collisional drift waves, trapped
electron modes, or the trapped-ion inst~ility, in order of decreasing 
plasma collisionality. Neutral gas and impurity effects are included. 
The energetic deuterons are deposited into the tritium plasma with a 
prescribed radial distribution, and are assumed to slow down classically. 
The code can also make an instantaneous major-radius compression. 

Calculations for various heating and compression scenarios have been 
carried out for plasmas with I - 1 - 2 MA, a - 60 - 90 cm, Bt - 45 kG, 
ne - lol4cm-3, Ti - Te - 5 - 10 keV. Figure 7 shows the time-dependent 
plasma energetics for an illustrative case where a 30-msec, 240-A pulse 
of 100-keV deuterons is injected into a preheated tritium plasma of 
central parameters n = 6 x lo1 3cm-:3, Te= Ti= 6.0 keV. At t = 55 msec, 
an instantaneous major-radius compression of 1. 44 increases the beam 
energy by a factor of 2 . The radial profiles of n , Te , and Ti 
5 msec after compression are shown in Fig. 8. At this time Sp , in
cluding the beam pressure, attains it maximum value of 2.0. The central 
neutral density is 4 x 106cm-3. Figure 7 shows that the total fusion 
energy output in the compressed plasma (1.42 MJ) is considerably larger 
than the energy residing in the beam ions immediately after compression 
(1.02 MJ); that is, Q > 1 is obtained in the postcompression phase. 
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Fig. 1. Effect of finite 
bulk-plasma temperature on the 
fusion energy multiplication 
factor of fast deuterons in
jected into a tritium target 
plasma. (Solid curves are for 
simple slowing-down, neglect
ing all energy diffusion ef
fects.) (PPPL 743837) W0 (keVl 
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Fig. 2. (a) Optimal beam energies for 
clamped (Wc) and unclamped (W) deuteron 
beams in a 100% tritium target plasma. 
(b) Maximum energy gains (17.6 MeV per 
reaction) for clamped (Qcl and unclamped 
(Q) beams. (PPPL 743740) 
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pression cycle. 60-keV deuterons are injected for 30 
msec into· a tritium plasma, followed by .a·'"fast compres
sion, a slow "clamping" compression, and a fast de.com
pression. (b) Mean energy of the beam ions. (c) Elec-
tron temperature. (Computation includes electron heat 
loss with TE= 200 msec.) (d) Q = (Fusion energy out
put)/(Net energy delivered to beam ions by injection 
and compression). (PPPL 743737) 
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